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Little Stone 


Little stone, 
Eye of silence 


Round the wide earth 
Tremblings, aches, 
Wind-cut waters 


Draw toward your peace 


Little stone, 
Water wears 


Your form away 
And earthquakes grind 


You into dust 
As your spirit 


Breathes unmoved 
Ever throned 


Ever just 
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Mr R McCoy, Comte H van der Straten Ponthoz, Mrs M Zimbalist 


2nd July, 1990 


Mrs Allan W Anderson 
5611 Beaumonnt Avenue 
La Jolla CA92037 
USA 


Dear Mrs Anderson, 


Further to Ray McCoy's letter to you dated 9th June, I have 
now returned from holidaying in Spain and am delighted to be 
in direct touch with you about the book. The editor of this 
is now checking through the script again and I shall send you 
and your husband a copy very soon, before, of course, it is 
submitted to the Publishers. 


I shall look forward to receiving your comments on the script, 
which I think reads extremely well. Even although it has had 
to be somewhat condensed from the video series, I feel that 
the original vigour, incisiveness and perceptivity has been 
retained in the printed proposed printed word edition. 


With best wishes, 


(dictated by Mary Cadogan) 


Company Reg. No. 1055588 Registered as a charity by the Department of Education & Science VAT Reg. No. 205 9461 67 
Telegrams: Kayburo Al resford Hants UK 
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On the Significance of 
Krishnamurti 's Teachings 


Keynote Address for the Krishnamurti Centenary 
by Allan W. Anderson 
Emeritus Professor of Religious Studies, San Diego State University 


I t is the highest honor and privilege to have 
been asked to make these opening remarks 
on this unique occasion, the one hundredth 


year ofKrishnamurti's birth. This occasion is 
not unique because it is a commemoration, even 
a centenary. In our time when gatherings, com
memorations, centenary celebrations come and 
go with a careless speed, we are apt to take them 
in as thoughtlessly as we are quick to forget 
them. As we say, they simply come and go. 


This particular centenary is unique for us 
because for ourselves present it is both the first 
and the last of its kind. It is unlikely that any of 
us here expects to be in the land of the living in 
the year 2095; at that time some future genera
tion will celebrate the second Krishnamurti Cen
tenary in our absence provided that we as a 
species have not destroyed ourselves physically 
or spiritually between now and then. 


This opening talk falls under the rubric 
keynote address which means that its task is to 
set forth both the topic and its tone for the 
duration of our gathering's dialogues. When 
Mark Lee, our foundation's director, invited me 
to this task I asked him what topic he felt 
suitable. He replied, "How about the signifi
cance ofKrishnamurti's teachings?" I agreed. 
How easy to agree; how difficult to ponder. 


I use the word ponder here rather than the 
word think since the word think does not imme
diately convey whether it is calculative thinking 
or meditative thinking that is meant. Calculative 
thinking computes; meditative thinking pon
ders. Calculative thinking strides through the 
world in seven league boots ever in faster pursuit 
of whatever lies outside the means it uses to 
reach it. It is eminently useful in the practical 
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order; it satisfies our material needs and wants and, 
as for wants, it even invents them. Yet, it is ever 
restless and cannot come to peace and even when it 
most satisfies our material needs, let alone our 
wants, it can do so only intermittently. In the 
material order we necessarily move from hunger to 
hunger, shelter to shelter, vacation to vacation since 
all things pass and nothing stays. However, calcu
lative thinking is absolutely necessary for our mate
rial survival; yet, ironically, in our time, the misuse 
and abuse of it and of technology has engendered a 
rapacity that seeks to devour the very world itself 
which means our own extinction. 


How can things have come to such a pass? Very 
simply. More and more of us are coming to believe 
and practice, and the young now are even taught so, 
that calculative thinking is the only way of thinking. 
Unless calculative thinking is restored to its healthy 
role, the next century, which is less than five years 
away, will see the beginning of a fatal denaturing of 
our human being. This is because our human nature 
is essentially a meditative one and, further, unless 
meditative thinking can still be restored to a recipro
cal relation with healthy calculative thinking our 
current spiritual disease which is life-threatening is 
bound to become wholly fatal and the prophecy just 
mentioned-indeed, not mine alone-is bound to 
come to pass. 


We are now in a position to see the beginning of 
an answer to the question: What is the significance, 
the meaning, the importance ofKrishnamurti' s teach
ings? They are of supreme importance since they are 
nothing if not meditational in the deepest and proper 
sense of that word. As such the teachings draw us to 
return to our origin, our essential nature by which I 
do not mean some theory of our prehistoric ancestry. 


(continued next page) 







Anderson (continued) 


Such theories are biologically and psycho
logically interesting but spiritually inept. 
They are spiritually inept because they re
duce our nature to a seed once cradled in the 
dark womb of matter which on coming to 
flower cannot raise us to a contemplation of 
the boundless but only to a calculation of 
our material horizons. 


Krishnamurti's teachings, iflived, and 
that is an immense if, restore us to an intu
ition of our original nature, our natural 
state, our original innocence-none of 
which is a private possession. On our awak
ing from the illusion that these are our 
private possessions we realize an absolute 
freedom of spirit which is love, and love is 
the source of creation and the point from 
which genuine meditation and self-inquiry 
can authentically begin. 


We have, now, one of the answers to 
the question of the significance of 
Krishnamurti' s teachings which is that they 
are genuinely meditational in the deepest 
and proper sense of that word. As such they 
recall us to our natural state which is not a 
private possession. This is the state of our 
original nature, a nature given to us in 
advance with our being as human. 


To speak of original nature in the pos
sessive, as our own, is very apt to mislead. 
It seems to indicate that it is something we 
"have." The truth of the matter is otherwise. 
Rather, being-as-human disposes that origi
nal nature has us. It has us freely not 
coercively. If ithaduscoercivelyweshould 
be unable to indulge in self-betrayal; also, 
we should be unable to fall into self-misun
derstanding. These disorders, these condi
tions are functional only and will yield to 
remedy; nevertheless their momentum is 
such that they can afflict one's person for a 
whole lifetime. 


A waking to it that original nature has 
us rather than our having it as a personal and 
private possession goes far to clarify why 
Krishnamurti consistently refused to be 
treated as a personality figure or to pose as 
an authority crutch for followers. Awaking 
to the impersonal character of original na
ture further clarifies why Krishnamurti re
fused to establish his teachings upon the 
twin pillars of depth psychology, namely, 
experience and personality. The vagaries of 
so called "lived experience" are ephemeral 
and as inconstant as the states of conscious
ness. His statement that consciousness is its 


content is exact. Consciousness is tied to 
change and therefore cannot measure itself. 
Only awareness can specify the true charac
ter of each change in the content of con
sciousness. 


The pure act of attention within aware
ness is not subject to a conflict of motives 
and so is able to negate totally the false in 
the false and to see the truth in the false. It 
does not measure the truth by a proposition 
on the strength of which it gives itself airs 
that it knows the truth in advance. This most 
common self-misunderstanding reveals its 
absurdity when one awakes to it that one 
cannot have the truth but only be it. A pure 
act of attention secures itself against the 
humbug of the self-misunderstanding that 
imagines one can have the truth in advance. 
It secures itself in this way: While it is 
seeing what is false it is upon the self-same 
present instant seeing what is truth and in 
this seeing both seer and seen fall away. 
The persona of the seer and the abstraction 
from the seen are not actors in the play. 
There is only seeing in the presence of the 
present. This seeing manifests itself not in 
a psychological explanation but in action 
which is death and creation upon the same 
instant. 


On awaking to awareness and its pure 
act of attention Krishnamurti's statement 
that perception is the action becomes lu
cidly intelligible. This suggests a second 
significance of the teachings, namely, aware
ness as the choiceless watcher of the vagar
ies of consciousness is what puts self-in
quiry on a firm footing. Here self-inquiry, 
that rarest of human acts, though the only 
saving one among them, is freed from the 
modern subjectivist view ofit as an internal 
motion of the psyche. 


On pondering further what puts self
inq uiry on a firm footing, watching 
choicelessly the erratic movements of con
sciousness, one asks: What is the signifi
cance of thought in the teachings? This 
question is crucial for a balanced contem
plation of the teachings. I am sure I am not 
alone in coming across person after person, 
each having the mistaken and curious no
tion that the teachings hold that there is 
something intrinsically wrong with thought 
as such. 


Now, if pondering is to rest upon a firm 
footing it must include thought functionally 
since there is no pondering without think
mg. 
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This issue concerned me deeply during 
the course of our eighteen dialogues which 
arenowpublishedunderthetitle, A Wholly 
Different Way of Living. During the thir
teenth dialogue I felt it timely to bring the 
matter before us so as to give Krishnamurti 
the opportunity to make himself completely 
clear. I shall quote from the text. My 
statements are preceded by the letter A and 
Krishnamurti's by the letter K. 


The transcript follows: 


A . .... One of the things that has concerned 
me in this series of dialogues is that some
one would feel that in our discussions of 
thought and knowledge what we have been 
saying is that there is some dysfunction in 
thought and in knowledge which relates to 
their own nature, the nature of thought and 
the nature of knowledge, which could very 
well give the impression that thought is a 
disease or that knowledge is a disease, rather 
than giving the impression, as I have under
stood from you, that thought and knowl
edge have their proper uses. 


K. Of course. 


A. Their natures are not corrupt as such. 


K. Certainly not, it is the usage of them. 


There is no need to quote further. This 
is eminently clear. The nature of thought is 
not corrupt. We corrupt it by misusing it. 
When this clarification of the nature of 
thought is brought into relation with the 
profound statement Krishnamurti made in 
his Notebook that "There's a 'thinking' 
born out of the total emptiness of the mind .... " 
everything is present to place pondering on 
a firm footing. Calculative and meditative 
thought are each given their due. But it is 
well to remember that whereas meditative 
thought can put calculative thought in check
mate this is not the case conversely. When 
this is grasped adequately, one intuits how 
choiceless awareness and thought's role in 
self-inquiry reciprocally reinforce each 
other. Their union in love opens out upon 
that emptiness which lies beyond thought 
and the vagaries of consciousness while 
somehow abiding in them, nearer than hands 
and feet. This is a second significance of the 
teachings. 


Perhaps this intuition of the uncondi
tioned lay at the heart of Krishnamurti' s 
enigmatic pronouncement that no one had 
understood him. Happily, however, he 


(continued next page) 







Anderson (continued) 
added that if the teachings are lived one 
might touch that focus of understanding and 
energy that were his. 


This enigmatic claim that no one had 
understood him is not without precedent. In 
the Tao Te Ching Lao Tzu says, "My teach
ings are easy to understand, easy to practice 
but no one understands them and no one 
practices them." He then goes on to point 
out that his teachings are sourced in Nature 
and his deeds destined by Tao; further, he 
says that since people don't understand this, 
they don't understand him. 


Confucius stated that no one knew him 
except Heaven. Jesus said to his disciples, 
"There are many things I would have told 
you but you cannot bear them." When the 
acid test of the cross obtained only one man 
stood with him and a few women. The 
women showed infinitely more courage than 
the rest of the men who failed to appear. 


One of my most vivid memories of my 
few informal conversations with Krishna
murti occurred during a break between our 
dialogues. He stood up, shrugged his shoul
ders, and said, "I've been saying these things 
for fifty years" and then fell silent. His 
meaning was patently clear. He felt he had 
not succeeded in communicating what he 
was all about. 


These four teachers stand together in at 
least one respect. They refused to denature 
their teachings so as to please and make 
comfortable those who heard them. One is 
reminded of Plato's point that the proper 
use of rhetoric is not to persuade but to 
speak the true. 


These teachers were not purveyors of 
ideas, theories, visions and cosmic explana
tions. Ifl have understood anything what
soever of their teachings it is this: They 
taught what it is to exist in what one under
stands. Please let me repeat this. They 
taught what it is to exist in what one under
stands. This is a third significance of 
Krishnamurti's teachings. He taught what 
it is to exist in what one understands. An 
event in his life will bring these words 
precisely into their own. On August 2, 
1929, he dissolved The Order of the Star of 
the East of which he was the Head. Momen
tous as this was for the organization and the 
whole Theosophical movement it must have 
been as nothing contrasted with what it was 
for himself. Please do not misunderstand. I 
am not here speaking for Krishnamurti. 
That is absurd and patently impossible. I 


speak only as one who has some acquain
tance with the price of self-inquiry. Au
thentic self-inquiry begins inevitably at a 
point of no return, an either/or which, un
less one bolts from it, entails a psychologi
cal death which is also a creation. 


If one has undergone that death which 
is also a creation it is not difficult to resonate 
empathically to another's like ordeal, by 
which I do not mean the conjuring of fanci
ful images of the other's psyche and all that 
rubbish but the sober recognition that for 
oneself and the other that point of no return 
is here to stay. Isn'tthis whatKrishnamurti 
meant when he said "The first step is the last 
step"? And isn't this step the step into what 
he called the "vacant mind"? Surely this 
mind must be the mind which is not limited 
by its own essence. 


On pondering this further, the question 
arises, "If the point of no return is here to 
stay, how is it the case that the first step is 
the last step?" This is because every year, 
month, day, hour, minute, second, indeed 
every instant is a point of no return. Since 
it belongs to the instant, the point of no 
return is without duration, unlike the sec
ond, minute and hour. Yet instants follow 
upon each other and it is this apparent 
continuity that invites a self-misunderstand
ing. On one hand the instant is on the side 
of the timeless since it is without duration, 
and on the other hand since instants succeed 
one another they seem to be a matterof time. 


This felt difficulty vanishes when one 
perceives that each present instant has within 
it the unprecedented. The teachings bear 
witness to this. Krishnamurti's Notebook 
states repeatedly that the death of yesterday 
is the complete uncertainty of tomorrow, 
that love and death have no continuity; 
further, that the totality attends to the frag
ment even though the fragment cannot un
derstand the whole. 


This helps our pondering to a happy 
issue. The unprecedented in every present 
instant opens on the eternal yet the frag
ments of time are continuous. Intellect 
finds this contradiction unsolvable. But 
intelligence is not embarrassed by it. Intel
ligence discovers the solution on awaking 
to the timely and the fitting which primal 
intuition reveals upon the instant. This 
timeliness abides between the timeless and 
time. 


More significant than his words alone 
is Krishnamurti's life as he described it in 
his address on dissolving The Order of the 
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Star. He said, "I have made this decision. It 
is not from a momentary impulse. I have not 
been persuaded to it by anyone. I am not 
persuaded in such things. For two years I 
have been thinking about this, slowly, care
fully, patiently, and I have now decided to 
disband the Order, as I happen to be its 
Head. You can form other organizations 
and expect someone else. With that lam not 
concerned, nor with creating new cages, 
new decorations for those cages. My only 
concern is to set men absolutely, uncondi
tionally free." 


Note that he said "For two years I have 
been thinking about this, slowly, carefully, 
patiently .... " Now patience, unlike endur
ance has no agenda. Unlike endurance 
which is a matter of time, patience abides 
throughtimewithoutbeing of it. Thebeau
tiful Greek word for patience, hypomon 
means, literally, to stay behind, to stay un
der. It has the closest relation to one of the 
great words in our English tongue, namely, 
understand. What is it that we stand under 
when we understand? It is a pressure from 
above that gently weights us down into ever 
greater depth toward our original nature, 
our original innocence which is not a pri
vate possession but that emptiness without 
a centre, that silence "in which and from 
which all things flow and have their being." 


Could it be that such a standing under 
is the beginning ofliving out the teachings, 
the beginning of the first step which is the 
last step? This question, like the teachings 
themselves, is not addressed to the crowd, 
indeed cannot be so. The significance of the 
teachings is not available to the collective 
but to the single self only, the one alone in 
one's un-lonely aloneness, in the deepest 
depth beneath the ephemeral flux of person
ality; this only one with ears to hear and 
eyes to see who listens and perceives. Such 
a one, like Krishnamurti, stands patiently 
under the suasion of the eternal, listening in 
the valley of the timely between the peaks of 
the timeless and time, yet upon each instant, 
is absolutely at one with that emptiness 
without a centre, the silence "in which and 
from which all things flow and have their 
being." 


And so the first step is the last step into 
the pathless land of the true, into the fullness 
of the peace that passeth understanding, for 
the former things have truly passed away. 


As a single self, a friend in dialogue 
with single selves and friends, I thank you 
for listening . 







BOOK REVIEWS 
The Book of Life-Daily 
Meditations with Krishnamurti 
Published by HarperSanFrancisco 
Reviewed by Benjamin Kelley 


Judging from the current outpouring of 
inspirational, meditative and "new age" lit
erature, we Americans, despite our unparal
leled material well-being, are suffering from 
considerable psychic pain. We want some
one to tell us how to cure it-the faster, the 
better. Thus there is no shortage ofbooks on 
the current market that claim to offer quick 
fixes for our "spiritual" ailments. Not a few 
of these use a format offering bits of guid
ance for each day of the year. 


Readers who come to "The Book of 
Life-Daily Meditations with Krishna
murti," in search of quick quotidian an
swers to life's daily problems will be disap
pointed. This work contains not instant so
lutions but searching questions into the re
lationship of human beings with each 
other-with loved ones, friends, business 
colleagues, even enemies-and with cre
ation itself. 


In a world torn by strife, unhappiness 
and incompletion, the seeker after truth, 
free of preconceptions and armed with pa
tience and a willingness to listen, will be 
richly rewarded by the day-by-day unfold-


KRISHNAMURTI: 100 YEARS 
By Evelyne Blau 
Published by Stewart, Tabori & Chang 


History is lived and witnessed. The 
history of Krishnamurti has been docu
mented in several small books that chronicle 
his unusual life over 90 years. Yet in this 
book, a work of visual and prose art, 50 
unknown and famous witnesses to a century 
of personal history are all made an elegant 
company linked by the commentary of the 
interviewer and author Evelyne Blau. 


Blau' s handsome book published in 
Krishnamurti 's birth centenary year has 284 
pages and 125 duo tone photographs all tinted 
in blue. The feel of this substantial book, the 
fine glossy paper, the refined and modem 
layout and the delicate interweaving of text, 
quotations from Krishnamurti, photographs, 
and facsimile reproductions of original 
manuscripts create a document of consider-


ing of Krishnamurti' s thought and insight. 
It is a body of work that has direct, startling 
relevance to the reality of our ordinary life 
as we, all of us, actually live it every day. 


J. Krishnamurti was born 100 years 
ago in India. As a young man he was discov
ered by Theosophists who believed him to 
be a promised World Teacher of unified 
religious thought. But he soon made clear 
his conviction that life's serious inquiries
our explorations into creation and creativ
ity, pain and peace, human violence and our 
longing for happiness-cannot be pursued 
effectively within the boundaries of belief 
systems, organized religions, rituals or so
called "sacred" traditions. 


Eschewing any role as a guru or reli
gious leader, he made his thought available, 
through conversations, talks and written 
commentaries, to those who might find it 
useful as a starting point in undertaking 
what he called the "pathless", uncharted 
journey which the truth-seeker can pursue 
only when freed ofimposed doctrines, scrip
tural authorities or preconceived notions of 
the destination. He stressed that to know the 
truth, one must first know oneself, one's 
past conditioning, and the limitations of 
thought-limitations which, if not under
stood, continue to separate us from the 
eternal. 


able historical importance. Krishnamurti 
was apparently a complex man of many 
dimensions both personal and public. Blau' s 
vision of Krishnamurti undoubtedly grew 
as the book was being created and fortu
nately she allowed all dimensions to emerge 
of his person as the heralded "World 
Teacher" of the Theosophical Society and 
the actual teacher of the world. Her book is 
balanced, inclusive, exhaustive, and refresh
ingly abundant with intentional and seren
dipitous insight. 


Evelyne Blau originated the Krishna
murti Foundation of America Oral Archives 
and has for some 20 years been adding 
taped interviews to that historic collec
tion of hundreds of first-hand accounts of 
Krishnamurti's life and teachings. From 
full transcripts of interviews of the likes of 
Russell Balfour-Clarke who straightened 
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Whether for newcomers or for people 
already acquainted with Krishnamurti, "The 
Book of Life -Daily Meditations ... " pro
vides a welcome new presentation of this 
remarkable teacher's life work. The format 
combines ease of access with a topical un
folding ofKrishnamurti ' s insights. It can be 
used as a "daily reader" or, through more 
concentrated readings, as a provocative and 
accelerated introduction to his thought which 
will encourage many readers to delve deeper 
into the extensive legacy ofKrishnamurti' s 
talks and writings. 


To make effective use of this innova
tive arrangement of Krishnamurti' s work, 
the reader need only heed its first (January 
l) commentary, which asks: "Have you 
ever sat very silently, not with your atten
tion on anything, not making an effort to 
concentrate, but with the mind very quiet, 
really still? .. .If you can listen in this way, 
listen with ease, without strain, you will 
find an extraordinary change taking place 
within you, a change that comes ·without 
your volition, without your asking, and in 
that change there is great beauty and depth 
of insight." 


Approached with such a mind each 
day, "The Book ofLife ... " will be a pearl of 
great price for every reader. 


Krishnamurti' s teeth and taught him how to 
ride a bicycle, to Mary Zimbalist who was 
with him at his deathbed, Blau has ex
cerpted their interviews and recollections 
with others for her book. 


This book is to be read cover to cover as 
an opus of historical dimensions. It can also 
be opened and read at random for the mys
tery and magic of Krishnamurti's life and 
relationships that come alive in the varied 
language of the voices from many cultures 
where the teacher taught. 


Krishnamurti said, "When the teacher 
is gone the teachings become the teacher," 
and that has proved true since his death nine 
years ago. Yet this book by Evelyne Blau 
captures the vast dimensions of the teacher 
and the teachings and also will instruct 
anyone who, as Krishnamurti said, "Is good 
enough to listen." 







Anderson (continued) 


Such theories are biologically and psycho
logically interesting but spiritually inept. 
They are spiritually inept because they re
duce our nature to a seed once cradled in the 
dark womb of matter which on coming to 
flower cannot raise us to a contemplation of 
the boundless but only to a calculation of 
our material horizons. 


Krishnamurti's teachings, iflived, and 
that is an immense if, restore us to an intu
ition of our original nature, our natural 
state, our original innocence-none of 
which is a private possession. On our awak
ing from the illusion that these are our 
private possessions we realize an absolute 
freedom of spirit which is love, and love is 
the source of creation and the point from 
which genuine meditation and self-inquiry 
can authentically begin. 


We have, now, one of the answers to 
the question of the significance of 
Krishnamurti' s teachings which is that they 
are genuinely meditational in the deepest 
and proper sense of that word. As such they 
recall us to our natural state which is not a 
private possession. This is the state of our 
original nature, a nature given to us in 
advance with our being as human. 


To speak of original nature in the pos
sessive, as our own, is very apt to mislead. 
It seems to indicate that it is something we 
"have." The truth of the matter is otherwise. 
Rather, being-as-human disposes that origi
nal nature has us. It has us freely not 
coercively. If ithaduscoercivelyweshould 
be unable to indulge in self-betrayal; also, 
we should be unable to fall into self-misun
derstanding. These disorders, these condi
tions are functional only and will yield to 
remedy; nevertheless their momentum is 
such that they can afflict one's person for a 
whole lifetime. 


Awaking to it that original nature has 
us rather than our having it as a personal and 
private possession goes far to clarify why 
Krishnamurti consistently refused to be 
treated as a personality figure or to pose as 
an authority crutch for followers. Awaking 
to the impersonal character of original na
ture further clarifies why Krishnamurti re
fused to establish his teachings upon the 
twin pillars of depth psychology, namely, 
experience and personality. The vagaries of 
so called "lived experience" are ephemeral 
and as inconstant as the states of conscious
ness. His statement that consciousness is its 


content is exact. Consciousness is tied to 
change and therefore cannot measure itself. 
Only awareness can specify the true charac
ter of each change in the content of con
sciousness. 


The pure act of attention within aware
ness is not subject to a conflict of motives 
and so is able to negate totally the false in 
the false and to see the truth in the false. It 
does not measure the truth by a proposition 
on the strength of which it gives itself airs 
that it knows the truth in advance. This most 
common self-misunderstanding reveals its 
absurdity when one awakes to it that one 
cannot have the truth but only be it. A pure 
act of attention secures itself against the 
humbug of the self-misunderstanding that 
imagines one can have the truth in advance. 
It secures itself in this way: While it is 
seeing what is false it is upon the self-same 
present instant seeing what is truth and in 
this seeing both seer and seen fall away. 
The persona of the seer and the abstraction 
from the seen are not actors in the play. 
There is only seeing in the presence of the 
present. This seeing manifests itself not in 
a psychological explanation but in action 
which is death and creation upon the same 
instant. 


On awaking to awareness and its pure 
act of attention Krishnamurti 's statement 
that perception is the action becomes lu
cidly intelligible. This suggests a second 
significance of the teachings, namely, aware
ness as the choiceless watcher of the vagar
ies of consciousness is what puts self-in
quiry on a firm footing. Here self-inquiry, 
that rarest of human acts, though the only 
saving one among them, is freed from the 
modem subjectivist view ofit as an internal 
motion of the psyche. 


On pondering further what puts self
inq uiry on a firm footing, watching 
choicelessly the erratic movements of con
sciousness, one asks: What is the signifi
cance of thought in the teachings? This 
question is crucial for a balanced contem
plation of the teachings. I am sure I am not 
alone in coming across person after person, 
each having the mistaken and curious no
tion that the teachings hold that there is 
something intrinsically wrong with thought 
as such. 


Now, if pondering is to rest upon a firm 
footing it must include thought functionally 
since there is no pondering without think
ing. 
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This issue concerned me deeply during 
the course of our eighteen dialogues which 
arenowpublishedunderthetitle, A Wholly 
Different Way of Living. During the thir
teenth dialogue I felt it timely to bring the 
matter before us so as to give Krishnamurti 
the opportunity to make himself completely 
clear. I shall quote from the text. My 
statements are preceded by the letter A and 
Krishnamurti' s by the letter K. 


The transcript follows: 


A . .... One of the things that has concerned 
me in this series of dialogues is that some
one would feel that in our discussions of 
thought and knowledge what we have been 
saying is that there is some dysfunction in 
thought and in knowledge which relates to 
their own nature, the nature of thought and 
the nature of knowledge, which could very 
well give the impression that thought is a 
disease or that knowledge is a disease, rather 
than giving the impression, as I have under
stood from you, that thought and knowl
edge have their proper uses. 


K. Of course. 


A. Their natures are not corrupt as such. 


K. Certainly not, it is the usage of them. 


There is no need to quote further. This 
is eminently clear. The nature of thought is 
not corrupt. We corrupt it by misusing it. 
When this clarification of the nature of 
thought is brought into relation with the 
profound statement Krishnamurti made in 
his Notebook that "There's a 'thinking' 
bomoutofthetotalemptinessofthemind .... " 
everything is present to place pondering on 
a firm footing. Calculative and meditative 
thought are each given their due. But it is 
well to remember that whereas meditative 
thought can put calculative thought in check
mate this is not the case conversely. When 
this is grasped adequately, one intuits how 
choiceless awareness and thought's role in 
self-inquiry reciprocally reinforce each 
other. Their union in love opens out upon 
that emptiness which lies beyond thought 
and the vagaries of consciousness while 
somehow abiding in them, nearer than hands 
and feet. This is a second significance of the 
teachings. 


Perhaps this intuition of the uncondi
tioned lay at the heart of Krishnamurti's 
enigmatic pronouncement that no one had 
understood him. Happily, however, he 


(continued next page) 







NEWS AND NOTES: 
Krishnamurti Early Works Update 


The first newsletter of 1994 included a 
request by the Krishnamurti Archives for 
volunteers to type older transcripts ofK.rish
namurti into their computer and send a 
copy, on a floppy disk, to the KFA. A 
sincere thank you to the 39 industrious 
volunteers who have been kind enough to 
assist in this project. We have now sent out 
all of the talks and dialogues between the 
years 1924 and 1933. More than half of the 
approximately 6000pages in this collection 
have now been typed and returned. 


The second part of this project will be 
to transcribe the unpublished talks and dia
logues of K.rishnamurti which took place 
between 1933 and 1967. If anyone is inter
ested in typing these talks into their com
puter, please contact Ivan Berkovics, Krish
namurti Archives, 1130 McAndrew Rd., 
Ojai, CA 93023. Fax: 805/646-6674. 


A Reminder KF A Dialogues 1995 


I Am My Neighbor: Compassion in a 
Selfish World is the topic for dialogues 
which will take place October 6-9, 1995, in 
Ojai at the Oak Grove School. Details were 
given in the last Newsletter. No book will 
be provided for this dialogue. Contact the 
KF A office for more information and regis
tration. 


Donations Acknowledgment 


The KF A would like . to thank those 
who have donated so generously to all of 
our various projects and campaigns. We try 
to acknowledge all donations in a timely 
manner; however, if you have made a dona-


tion and have not heard from us within a 
reasonable period of time, please let us 
know. Not only do we want to send you an 
acknowledgment for income tax purposes, 
we especially want to express how deeply 
we appreciate your contribution. 


Special Events Planned 
in Southern California 


The KF A is sponsoring two series of 
special events in the Southern California 
area in honor of the 1 OOth anniversary of 
K.rishnamurti's birth. If you are planning 
on being in the area, you are welcome to 
attend. Admission is free for both, and do
nations are welcome. 


Friends of Krishnamurti, Los Angeles. 
Meetings will be held at the Bodhi Tree 
Bookstore, 8585 Melrose Avenue, West 
Hollywood, CA 90069 on the third Satur
day of each month at 7 PM starting July 
15th. The events will feature a Krishna
murti video. Those who wish to explore 
problems ofliving more deeply are invited 
to stay for a short dialogue. 


Audios in The Oak Grove, Ojai. Audios of 
Krishnamurti 'stalks will be played through
out the summer between 9:00-10:00 AM 
every Saturday morning in The Oak Grove. 
Join us at these talks which were originally 
presented in the l 970's and 80's before 
Ojai audiences. The series will run from 
July 1st through August 19th. Cancelled in 
bad weather. 


Call the Krishnamurti Foundation of 
America at 805/646-2726 for further infor
mation on either of these programs. 


StateID;fD.t l>y the Krisbnamurti Foundation of America 
about the book, Lives in the Shadow with J. Krishnamurti. 


This 18 page statement was prepared in response to requests for an 
official reply to Lives in the Shadow with J. ·Krishnamurti. It is available free 
to anyone who writes or telephones the Foundation office. 


One of the supporting documents mentioned in the above statement is a 
bookletentitled HistoryoftheKFA-Reporton.theFormationofKrishnamurti 
Foundation of America and the Lawsuits Which Took Place Between I 968 and 
1986 to Recover Assets for Krishnamurti's Work. This 82 page booklet is also 
availab.le frg.1u,the Foundation at no charge. 


,, 
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Ways You Can Help 


The Krishnamurti Foundation of 
America was formed in 1969 to preserve 
and disseminate the teachings ofJ. K.rishna
murti. This is carried out in many ways, 
including the publication ofbooks, the pro
duction of audio/video material, the support 
of the Oak Grove School, and the operation 
of the K.rishnamurti Library and the K.rish
namurti Archives. You can help with this 
important work with general donations, 
specified gifts, bequests, or volunteering. 
Some of the needs of the Foundation are: 


Oak Grove School 
Art Building and Furnishings 
Athletic Field and Equipment 
Computers 
School Vans 
Science Equipment 


K.rishnamurti Archives 
Archives Building and Furnishings 
Betacam-SP Machine 
Collection Storage Units 
Collection Preservation Acquisitions 
Disaster Preparation Materials 
Archival Supplies 


K.rishnamurti Library 
Furniture 
Equipment, VCR's, Headphones, etc. 
Operating Expenses for Library & Grounds 


KF A Business Office 
Special Projects 
Library Gift Program 
Out-of-town Presentations and Dialogues 
Computers and Copy Machine 
General Operating Expenses 


Volunteer Projects 
Transcription of Archival Manuscripts and 


AudiosNideos 
General Office Help 
Carpentry and Maintenance 
General Help at Oak Grove School in the 


Garden, Library, Science, and 
Computer Labs 


The expense ofindividual items varies from 
modest, such as furnishings for the Library 
starting at around $10 per item, to substan
tial, such as the new Archives building at 
$1.l million. If you would like to discuss 
how best to make a specific contribution to 
the KF A, please contact Mark Lee at (805) 
646-2726. 
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KFI and KFA CENTENARY 
GATHERINGS and CAMPS 


On the occasion of the birth centenary 
of J. Krishnamurti (1895-1986) a year of 
activities commenced in Madras, India on 
the 18th of January with a speech by His 
Holiness theDalai Lama. Preceding the talk 
were public dialogues, cultural programs 
and meetings of the five Krishnamurti Foun
dations to discuss their work and the future 
of the teachings. Some 300 individuals gath
ered in Madras for the week-long event that 
culminated in the speech by the Dalai Lama 
under a thatched panda! before an audience 
ofover2,000. ShriR. Venkataraman, former 
President of India, and Pupul Jayakar, 
Trustee of the KFI, gave more personal 
talks on Krishnamurti and his teachings. All 
the major events were covered live by 
Doordarshan, the government television, 
and All India Radio. Several new Centenary 
books and booklets were released by the 
KFI during the week. Many of the guests 
who traveled from Europe, America, Asia, 
Africa and South America were in India for 
the first time. Dealing with the vagaries of 
climate, food, and insects seemed inconse
quential in the atmosphere of appreciation 
and anticipation of the august events orga
nized by the KFI. 


/. In Ojai, California, the KF A inaugu
" ated the Centenary in America with a speech 


by Dr. Allan W. Anderson, professor emeri
tus from San Diego State University. Dr. 
Anderson referred to his eighteen hours of 
videotaped dialogues with Krishnamurti in 
1974. He was introduced by Lakshman 
Rasiah, M.D., Secretary of the KFA, who 
gave a short talk on the significance of the 
teachings of Krishnamurti from a psycho
logical perspective. At the Gathering and 
Camp 200 individuals gathered in the morn
ings for dialogues, and at the tent next to the 
Oak Grove where there was an exhibition of 
photographs and facsimiles of original writ
ings from the KF A Archives. The book 
table was a popular place to linger for many 
attendees as three new centenary books 
were available for the first time on May 6th, 
the opening day: Krishnamurti: 100 Years 
by Evelyne Blau, The Book Of Life pub
lished by HarperSanFrancisco, and 1000 
Suns by Asit Chandmal. 


On the third night at Camp Ramah, 
where the campers resided and enjoyed fine 
vegetarian meals, 12 panelists spoke for 
two hours recalling personal experiences 
with Krishnamurti. As many of those on the 
panel were trustees of the five Foundations 
and fromKrishnamurti Committees from as 
far as Tokyo, Japan the recollections were 
historically significant. On walks and at 


meals the participants exchanged impres
sions and insights regarding the teachings 
of Krishnamurti. 


On the last day of the Gathering there 
was a special panel that focused on "The 
Future of the Teachings" that met on the 
back lawn of the Krishnamurti Library with 
the audience sitting under the great Califor
nia pine trees. After tea Mary Zimbalist and 
Ema Lilliefelt talked about working with 
Krishnamurti and the impact ofhis personal 
relationships. There was a ceremonial 
groundbreaking for the proposed Krishna
murti Archives Building in the old orange 
grove to the south of the Library. This 
followed a fundraising luncheon in Pine 
Cottage where a new 24-minute film "The 
Future of the Teachings" was screened. 
Most of these events were taped and even
tually the texts will appear in KF A publica
tions. 


The significance of the Centenary was 
captured in comments by participants, C . 
Moore ofVirginia said, "I didn't meetKrish
namurti but his teachings came alive for me 
this week in the dialogues and talking with 
others," and H. Nakuru of Singapore who 
said, "The Centenary is a fitting reminder of 
why Krishnamurti was one of the preemi
nent dynamic teachers of the 20th century." 


HISTORIC CENTENARY CONFERENCE AT 
MIAMI UNIVERSITY, OHIO 


For the first time ever on a university 
campus there was a four day conference 
(May 18th through 21st) dedicated to the 
life and work of J. Krishnamurti. The occa
sion of the centenary of Krishnamurti's 
birth offered 47 professors and scholars an 
opportunity to speak on the relevance of 
Krishnamurti's teachings from a variety of 
academic and non-academic perspectives. 
The whole event was masterfully organized 
and took two years of preparation by Prof. 
S.S.Rama Rao Pappu of Miami University 
in Oxford, Ohio. 


Two major talks were given, on the 
opening by Ninian Smart, Professor of Phi-


losophy at UCSB [Krishnamurti and Truth] 
and at the closing banquet by KF A Trustee 
Evelyne Blau [Freedom in Krishnamurti 's 
Life and Work]. In day long, concurrent 
sessions papers were read each day pre
ceded by dialogues in the morning. 
Krishnamurti' s teachings were compared 
and contrasted to the work of the Buddha, 
Nietzche, and Kant. Several papers focus
ing on psychology and psychotherapy were 
offered. 


Mr. Gajanan Wakankar, Consul-Gen
eral of India, New York delivered a short 
speech on Friday evening followed by a 
concertofveena, mridangam and tabla play-
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ing. On Sunday, the final session, about 20 
individuals gave their reminiscences of 
Krishllamurti and recounted the impact of 
the teachings on their lives in evocative 
recollections that ranged from the deeply 
profound to the most mundane and funny . 


Professor Hillary Rodrigues of 
Lethbridge University in Canada summed 
up the conference with, "There has been an 
appalling paucity of true scholarship on 
Krishnamurti. This conference means the 
beginning of a new era and acceptance of 
Krishnamurti at the academic level." 








VIDEOCASSETTES I AUDIOCASSEITES 


All catalog numbers starting with Vindicate NTSC videocas
settes; catalog numbers starting with A indicate audiocassettes. 


J. Krishnamurti with Dr. Allan W. Anderson 
These 1974 dialogues cover the entire spectrum of 
Krishnamurti's teaching in a series highly regarded for 
its depth of inquiry into each particular subject. From 
the initial questions concerning the nature of thought 
and the meaning of knowledge to our responsibilities 
and relationship in our daily life, Professor Anderson 
and Krishnamurti display the true meaning of dialogue 
as they explore together and warm to the task in each 
subsequent discussion. 
Color, one hour each 
#1. Knowledge and Transformation 35.00 VPA741 


8.50 APA741 
#2. Knowledge and Human 35.00 VPA742 


Relationships 8.50 APA742 
#3. Responsibility 35.00 VPA743 


8.50 APA743 
#4. Responsibility and Relationship 35.00 VPA744 


8.50 APA744 
#5. Order 35.00 VPA745 


8.50 APA745 
#6. Fear .35.00 VPA746 


8.50 APA746 
#7. Desire 35.00 VPA747 


8.50 APA747 
#8. Pleasure 35.00 VPA748 


8.50 APA748 
#9. Inward or True Beauty 35.00 VPA749 


8.50 APA749 
#10. The Art of Listening ;)' 35.00 VPA7410 


8.50 APA7410 
#11. The Nature of Hurt 35.00 VPA7411 


8.50 APA7411 
#12. Love and Pleasure 35.00 VPA7412 


8.50 APA7412 
#13. A Different Way of Life 35.00 VPA7413 


8.50 APA7413 
#14. Death 35.00 VPA7414 


8.50 APA7414 
#15. Religion and Authority 1 35.00 VPA7415 


8.50 ·APA7415 
#16. Religion and Authority 2 35.00 VPA7416 


8.50 APA7416 
#17. Meditation 1 35.00 VPA7417 


8.50 APA7417 
#18. Meditation 2 35.00 VPA7418 


8.50 APA7418 
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Krishnamurti Foundation of America 


Post Office Box 1560 
Ojai , California 93023 
(805) 646-2726 


April 3, 1990 


Dr. and Mrs. Allan W. Anderson 
5611 Beaumont Avenue 
La Jolla 
California 92037 


Dear Dr. and Mrs. Anderson, 


As we discussed by telephone yesterday I am writing to 
explain the proposal about the production of a book from the 
videotaped 1974 dialogues between J. Krishnamurti and Dr. 
Anderson. 


The trustees of the Krishnamurti Foundation of America, who 
hold the copyrights on the videotapes of the dialogues, and 
the Krishnamurti Foundation Trust Ltd. of England, who would 
have the copyright on any printed version of the dialogues 
have agreed that for the book of the eighteen dialogues 
there should be a three-way split (KFA, KFT and Dr. 
Anderson) on the royalties. In addition it is felt that as 
the dialogues are so strong and clear in themselves there is 
no need for Dr. Anderson to write a preface or a foreword. 


I will also convey to both Foundations your request that a 
photograph of Dr. Anderson and a short biography appear on 
the jacket. 


If you agree with this preliminary arrangement then please 
convey your approval to me in writing along with any other 
comments you may have. I will relay your response to Mrs. 
Mary Cadogan, Secretary of the KFT and she will be in touch 
with you directly. All subsequent details regarding the book 
will come from her. 


Yours sincerely, 


R.E.Mark Lee 
Executive Director 


cc: KFA p. c. IV\,.,.... / '-(":\ ~ II • I ""\ 


Mary Cadogan · Y" \ f'.J::/} ...._,,~ ) 








KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATION TRUST LIMITED 
Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hampshire S024 OLQ, UK 


Telephone 096279 525 


Founder: Jiddu K rishnamurti 
Governors: Mrs M Cadogan (Secretary), Mr S Forbes, Mr F Grahe, Mrsj Hammond, Mr JM Maroger 


Mr R McCoy, Comte H van der Straten Ponthoz, Mrs M Zimbalist 


Mrs Allan W Anderson 
5611 Beaumont Avenue 
La Jolla CA92037 
U. S. A. 


Dear Mrs Anderson, 


9th June, 1990 


Mary Cadog an, on holiday, has asked me to let you know that all 
is going well with the book based on the 1974 dialogues between 
Professor Anderson and Krishnamurti. The manuscript is being 
finished on a disc which can be sent to publishers. It promises 
to be a very fascinating book and we very much appreciate your 
co-operation in making it possible. 


As soon as she returns from her vacation, Mary will write to you 
with more information. She returns June 20th. 


/ 


Company Reg. No. 1055588 Registered as a charity by the Department of Education & Science VAT Reg. No. 205 9461 67 
Telegrams: Kayburo Alresford Hants UK 








KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATION TRUST LIMITED 
Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hampshire S024 OLQ, UK 


Telephone 0962 771525 Fax 0962 771875 


Founder: Jiddu Krishnamurti 
Governors: Mrs M Cadogan (Secretary), Mr S Forbes, Mr F Grahe, MrsJ Hammond, Mr JM Maroger 


Mr R McCoy, Mrs I Porter, Comte H van der Straten Ponthoz, Mr H Tankha, Mrs M Zimbalist 


Professor and Mrs A W Anderson 
5611 Beaumont Avenue 
La Jolla CA92037 
U. S. A. 


Dear Mrs Anderson and Professor Anderson, 


16th November, 1990 


Thank you for your letters containing corrections to the 
manuscript, and the photographs. Both pictures are good, but 
we agree with your choice and will use it. The pictures will 
be returned after the publisher makes copies. 


We appreciate your suggestion about the title; to include the 
word 'wholly' in it makes it much more true to the content of 
the discussions. We will press the publisher to use it. 


We do confirm that it is intended to divide the royalties 
equally among Professor Anderson, KFA and KFT. We do not know 
if the publisher will send out three royalties statements, but 
we will certainly provide you and KFA with copies if the 
publishers do not. 


c Mark Lee 
KFA 


Yours sincerely, 


Company Reg. No. 1055588 Registered as a charity by the Department of Education & Science VAT Reg. No. 205 9461 67 
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Disclaimer: Not all items in this folder are 
digitally accessible. 
 
Contact Special Collections & University 
Archives for information about accessing 
more items. 








KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATION TRUST LIMITED 
Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hampshire S024 OLQ, UK 


Telephone 096279 525 


Founder: Jiddu K rishnamurti 
Governors: Mrs M Cadogan (Secretary), Mr S Forbes, Mr F Grohe, Mrsj Hammond, Mr JM Maroger 


Mr R McCoy, Comte H van der Straten Ponthoz, Mrs M Zimbalist 


Mrs Allan W Ahderson ~ 


5611 Beaumont Avenue 
La Jolla CA92037 
U. S. A. 


26th September, 1990 


Dear Mrs Anderson and ?- rofessor Anderson, 


We are sorry to hear from Mark Lee that the hospital visit 
was unsuccessful and hope that can be corrected in the future. 


We are glad to hear you are pleased with the book and look 
forward to having your comments. We have now committed our
selves to the title A DIFFERENT WAY OF LIVING. 


Would you please also send a photograph of Professor Anderson. 
Any size can be used. 


Best wishes, 
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KRISHNAMURTI FOUNDATION TRUST LIMITED 
Brockwood Park, Bramdean, Hampshire S024 OLQ, UK 


Telephone 096279 525 


Founder: Jiddu Krishnamurti 
Governors: Mrs M Cadogan (Secretary), Mr S Forbes, Mr F Grahe, Mrs] Hammond, Mr JM Maroger 


Mr R McCoy, Comte H van der Straten Ponthoz, Mrs M Zimbali t 


Mrs Allan W Anderson 
5611 Beaumont Avenue 
La Jolla CA92037 
U. S. A. 


Dear Mrs Anderson, 


13th August, 1990 


Further to Mary Cadogan's and my previous letters to you, we 
are now happy to be able to enclose the copy of the manu
script of the dialogues between Dr Anderson and Krishnamurti. 
We apologize for the delays occasioned by various holidays 
and unexpected meetings. 


We look forward to having Professor Anderson's comments and 
hope he will share our feeling that the minimum amount of 
editing that was needed has produced a very satisfactory and 
valuable book. Our editor is still looking for a title for 
the book and, if Professor Anderson has suggestions, we would 
be pleased to hear them. 


We understand that Mark Lee has told you we intend to divide 
the royalties from sales of the book equally among KFA, Dr 
Anderson, and KFT. More about details of payments can be 
settled at the time of publication. 


The proposed text for the dust jacket is also enclosed and we 
hope to receive your comments on the material soon. Would you 
please also send us a photograph of Dr Anderson. 


Thank you for all your help. 


Best wishes, 


~:s/~/J:.; 
Ray jfCCoy 


, 
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